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Page 13 : Liquidity crisis hits Reliance Cap arms
Ø The liquidity crunch that shadow banks are facing post the IL&FS crisis has now hit Anil Ambani’s non-

banking finance companies, with Reliance Home Finance and Reliance Commercial Finance delaying on 
repayment to banks.

Ø Reliance Home Finance and Reliance Commercial Finance said there was a minor delay in principal 
repayments of ₹542 crore and ₹477 crore respectively to five to six banks.

Ratings downgrade
Ø CARE Ratings had downgraded various instruments of Reliance Home Finance Ltd. (RHFL), a 

mortgage lender, including its long-term debt programme that was downgraded to D, from BBB+, last 
week.

Ø For the past seven months, ever since the IL&FS episode, all categories of lenders in India, including 
banks, mutual funds, etc., have put an almost complete freeze on additional lending to home finance 
companies and non-banking finance companies, and have been insisting upon reduction of existing 
borrowings.

Ø The company said it had been affected by a timing mismatch with regard to the ongoing further 
securitisation / monetisation proposals with banks. This, it said, has resulted in a minor delay in principal 
repayments.



Ø Reliance Commercial Finance Ltd. (RCFL) said its wholesale loan book would be fully unwound by 
March 2020 and corresponding borrowings repaid entirely. 

Ø RCFL has commenced discussions with potential strategic/PE partners for equity infusion into the 
business, accompanied with acquisition of complete management control. It added that parent firm 
Reliance Capital (RCap), would continue as a minority financial investor.

Ø CARE also downgraded various debt instruments of RCap. Reliance Capital's entire short-term debt to 
stand fully repaid and become zero prior to 30th September 2019 from sale proceeds of 43% stake in 
RNAM [Reliance Nippon Life Asset Management]. 

Ø Liquidity issues in the Reliance Capital arms has also impacted Reliance Mutual Fund, which has 
exposures of ₹535 crore and ₹1,083 crore to long-term non-convertible debentures issued by RCFL and 
RHFL, respectively.



Page 13 : India-China team on pharma to meet next month
Ø India will be sending a high-level delegation to the first meeting of the working group on 

pharmaceuticals, with China, scheduled in Beijing next month.
Ø An initiative under the India-China Strategic Economic Dialogue (SED) Mechanism, the working group 

meeting comes in the backdrop of growing efforts by India to increase pharma exports to China.
Ø In doing so, the emphasis has been on impressing upon China to make the drug registration process 

easier for Indian pharma companies. 
Ø There is a need for strengthening our exports to China and to reduce import dependence from China, 

which could be achieved with regular trade and bilateral discussions, Pharmexcil said.
Seventeenth position
Ø In 2018-19, China figured in the 17th spot in the list of India’s top pharma export destinations. At 

$230.19 million, exports increased 14.83% from the previous year’s $200.46 million.
Ø The Working Group meeting is on May 7 and will be followed by the delegation visiting API plants and 

interacting with API manufacturers and trade associations on May 8-9. 
Ø Pharmaceuticals, according to Pharmexcil, has come to the centrestage of such discussions in the wake 

of China removing import tariffs on oncology drugs and a few other products.



Page 13 : Employees’ consortium to bid for Jet
Ø As uncertainty continues over the fate of the shuttered Jet Airways, an employees’ consortium has 

proposed to take over the airline, with at least ₹3,000 crore expected from outside investors for the bid, 
according to two staff unions.

Ø Two associations representing pilots and engineers — SWIP and JAMEVA — have written to State Bank 
of India (SBI) Chairman proposing that they would take over the airline and can bring in up to ₹7,000 
crore.

Ø The Society for Welfare of Indian Pilots (SWIP) and the Jet Aircraft Maintenance Engineers Welfare 
Association (JAMEVA) have written a letter to the SBI chief asking the lead lender to consider employee 
consortium as an intending bidder for the carrier. 

Ø While SWIP has around 800 members, there are about 500 employees with JAMEVA.
Ø The contribution from employees would be realised from their future earnings and increased 

productivity. As per our initial estimate, the contribution of employees’ group over a hypothetical 5-year 
Employee Stock Ownership Programme (ESOP) is likely to be upward of ₹4,000 crore, the letter said.



Page 1 : NIA arrests youth planning suicide attack in Kerala
Ø The National Investigation Agency (NIA) said it had arrested a 29-year-old resident of Palakkad in 

Kerala, allegedly planning a suicide attack in the State.
Ø In a statement, the NIA said it arrested Riyas A., who goes by the aliases Riyas Aboobacker and Abu 

Dujana, as part of its probe into the ISIS Kasargod case filed in July 2016 after 15 young men from the 
district disappeared and later joined the Islamic State — 14 in Afghanistan and one in Syria.

Ø It said he followed the videos and speeches of the mastermind of the Easter attacks in Sri Lanka, Zahran 
Hashim.

In contact with accused
Ø During interrogation, he disclosed that he had been in online contact with the absconding accused Abdul 

Rashid Abdulla, alias Abu Isa, for a long time and was following his audio clips, including the one he 
had circulated on social media platforms instigating terror attacks in India. 

Ø The terror accused said he was also in online contact with Abdul Khayoom, alias Abu Khalid, who is 
accused in the Valapattanam ISIS case and is believed to be in Syria.

Ø He said he had been following speeches/videos of Zahran Hashim of Sri Lanka and Zakir Naik. He 
admitted that he wanted to carry out a suicide attack in Kerala.



Page 1 : Cyclone Fani gathers force, to hit Odisha
Ø Cyclone Fani intensified into a severe cyclonic storm and is headed towards the Odisha coast, the India 

Meteorological Department (IMD) said.
Ø It could become an extremely severe cyclone, prompting the government to put the NDRF and the Coast 

Guard on high alert. 
Ø The Cyclonic storm Fani (pronounced as Foni) over Southeast Bay of Bengal and neighbourhood moved 

north-northwestwards with a speed of about 16 kilometres per hour in the last six hours, intensified into a 
severe cyclonic storm.

Ø It is very likely to intensify into a very severe cyclonic storm during the next 24 hours and into an 
extremely severe cyclonic storm during the subsequent 24 hours. 

Ø The National Crisis Management Committee on Monday assured the State governments concerned of all 
assistance from the Central government.

Ø The NDRF and the Coast Guard have been put on high alert and the fishermen have been asked not to 
venture into the sea as the cyclone is expected to intensify into a very severe storm.



Page 1: HC refuses to gag media in CJI case
Ø The Delhi High Court dismissed a petition seeking to restrict the media from reporting on the sexual 

harassment allegation levelled against CJI Ranjan Gogoi. 
Ø Go to the Supreme Court. We will not interfere, the court told the petitioner Anti-Corruption Council of 

India, an NGO.
Ø The Bench said the Supreme Court was seized of the issue. The Supreme Court has already expressed 

itself… judicial propriety and discipline require that this court should not interfere in the matter at all.
Ø In its plea, the NGO sought a direction to the government to restrain media, including newspapers and 

TV channels and even social media platforms, from publishing the allegation.
Ø It said, Casting, re-casting the news containing the defamatory contents against the Chief Justice of India 

is a direct hit on the Indian national judicial system.
Ø The NGO said it strongly suspects the involvement of anti-national elements behind the organisation of 

such acts.
In-house panel
Ø The petition said the matter should not be reported till the in-house three-judge inquiry panel comprising 

Justices S.A. Bobde, Indu Malhotra and Indira Banerjee came out with a report.
Ø The panel will examine allegations of sexual harassment levelled by a former employee of the court 

against the CJI in keeping with the highest standards of judicial propriety and wisdom.
Ø The petition contended that publicising the issue would likely result in people losing faith in the system.



Page 3 : NGT direct U.P. govt. to take remedial action
Ø The National Green Tribunal (NGT) has directed the Uttar Pradesh government to take steps in curbing 

water pollution around industrial areas in the State.
Ø Following a report furnished by the Uttar Pradesh Pollution Control Board stating that industrial 

effluents are contaminating the Hindon river, NGT Chairperson said, When industrial areas are set up, 
requisite infrastructure for scientific discharge of effluents is not being developed. 

Ø Let this aspect be considered by the Chief Secretary, U.P., and remedial measures be taken.
Ø The Bench added that the remedial measures to be taken are in respect of areas that are already set up as 

well as the areas which may be set up later as industrial areas.
Ø Taking into consideration an action taken report submitted by the State pollution control board, the 

Bench observed, the report acknowledges that industrial effluents and sewage are being discharged into 
the drain connecting Hindon river which is broken at many places. Overflow of the effluents is collected 
in vacant plots.

Ø The UPPCB may monitor the compliance of the environmental norms and furnish a further report to the 
tribunal within three months, the bench said.



Page 5 : Kerala police up vigil against radical activity
Ø Cybersecurity experts working for the Kerala police continued to scour the Internet for signs of 

homegrown radical activity in the wake of the Easter day bombings in Sri Lanka even as law enforcers 
advised top hotels and resort managers to up the security on their premises.

Ø Officers of the NIA in Kochi attempted to make sense of the social media links of four people from north 
Kerala with Zaharan Hashim, the architect of the terror attacks in the island nation.

Ø Local law enforcers said at least one of the four had come under their radar in 2016 in connection with 
the defection of two groups of people from Kannur and Kasaragod to join the Islamic State (IS) in Syria 
and West Asia.

Ø They said sleuths at the Kerala Police Cyberdome were trawling the dark-net in an attempt to identify 
internal channels, if any, used by radicals to spread propaganda or recruit followers or communicate with 
their counterparts elsewhere.

Ø Officials said the Cyberdome, using Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools, had made much headway in finding 
and eliminating radical online content and earmarking the propagandists for the law enforcement to 
follow-up.

Advice to hotels
Ø The police have advised top hotels to conduct a security audit of premises and to invest more in scanners, 

closed-circuit surveillance camera systems and strongholds to harbour guests in the event of a terror 
attack. 



Page 5 : HC adjourns plea challenging NGT order on sand mining
Ø The petition filed by the owner of a construction and sand mining company in the Andhra Pradesh High 

Court against the NGT order on sand mining in the State has been adjourned until after the summer 
holidays.

Ø The NGT in the order had asked the Andhra Pradesh government to deposit ₹100 crore for the damage 
done by unregulated sand mining and banned mechanised sand mining.

Ø Counsel for the petitioner said that the government allotted the work of sand mining to the company 
with strict guidelines, rules and regulations.

Huge loss
Ø His sand mining and construction company would incur huge losses if mining was stopped according to 

the directive of the NGT.
Ø The company would have to pay rent for the machine even if mining was not allowed leading to losses, 

he said.
Ø Counsel said that sand was being excavated following the Sand Policy of the Government 2016. 
Ø According to the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, GoI, Dredging and de-silting of 

dams, reservoirs, weirs, barrages, rivers and canals for the purpose of maintenance, upkeep, and disaster 
management are exempt from the requirement of obtaining prior environmental clearance.

Ø The NGT order was therefore illegal, arbitrary, unconstitutional, unwarranted and void and pleaded with 
the court to declare it as so.



Page 5 : Rare stucco statue put on show in Hyderabad
Ø Nearly 1,700 years after a life-size stucco Bodhisattva was created by craftsmen at Phanigiri during the 

peak of the Ikshvaku dynasty rule, the 1.74-metre statue was put on display.
Ø Brown and white fragments of the statue covered with soil were laid out on two tables at the State 

Museum at Gunfoundry here.
Ø We unearthed this statue on April 26, and in three days, we shifted it here for safekeeping. This is a 

stucco statue and lot of soil and earth has accreted to the figure, officials said . 
Ø Officials said it was one of the rare life-size figures in stucco to be unearthed in India.
Ø The unearthing of a large number of artefacts and structures at Telangana’s Phanigiri site has thrown light 

on the Buddhist civilisation that thrived there.
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Page 5 : Tomatoes turn pricey as drought hits crop
Ø As the vegetable-growing belt around reels under severe drought, crops have failed and the supply has 

fallen drastically, pushing prices upwards.
Ø Especially, tomatoes have turned into a pricey commodity and a kilogram costs between ₹45 and ₹60, up 

from ₹24 to ₹30 per kilo two weeks ago.
Ø There is no supply of tomatoes in the market and it is down by over 70%, said a senior procurement 

official of a reputed retail chain in Bengaluru.
Ø The drought in neighbouring Andhra Pradesh has further aggravated the market situation.
Water tankers
Ø A few farmers have found a way to beat this — water the plants through tankers.
Ø Most farmers have dug sumps on the fields in which they store water through tankers — around five 

tankers per week. Each tanker of 6,000 litres costs ₹600. This has only driven up the input cost manifold, 
which is reflected in the selling price as well. 

Ø Tomatoes are a three-month crop and the present crop has failed, causing huge losses to farmers. We will 
sow the next crop in a couple of weeks in time for the onset of monsoon, farmers said.



Page 5 : Water pits set up for animals on Horsley Hills
Ø Failure of rain and fast depletion of water sources in forests surrounding Horsley Hills, spread over the 

Madanapalle division in Andhra Pradesh and adjoining Karnataka, have affected wildlife.
Ø To protect wild animals from the scorching heat and to quench their thirst, the Chittoor West forest 

division has initiated steps on a war-footing to set up drinking water pits and salt licks in the forests.
Variety of animals
Ø Horsley Hills has a rich presence of the antelope species, including sambhar and black-buck, in addition 

to wild boar, rabbits, bears, wild dogs, leopards, peacocks and a variety of birds and reptile species.
Ø Thirty-two places inside the forests and on the fringes have been identified to provide water for the 

animals. Apart from arranging water tubs, saucer pits have been created. Water is being kept for the 
wildlife close to the dried-up rivulets and streams.

Water tankers
Ø Forest Range Officer said water tankers had been deployed to regularly fill the saucer pits, tubs and other 

storage points during day time, so that the animals would arrive and stay there at night. 
Ø It would also prevent wild animals from entering the villages in search of water.
Ø The official said that with no rainfall since three years, the water sources deep inside the forest had dried 

up, forcing the animals come close to human habitations.



Page 6 : Manipur tense over ‘unauthorised’ NSCN(IM) camp
Ø A stand-off between the paramilitary Assam Rifles and the Isak-Muivah faction of the extremist National 

Socialist Council of Nagaland over an unauthorised camp of the latter has turned a Manipur village near 
the Myanmar border into a virtual battlefield.

Ø Around 70 NSCN(IM) members had allegedly set up a camp at Khamasom village, about two km from 
the India-Myanmar border, a few months ago. 

Ø The Assam Rifles came to know about this camp during an aerial survey on April 25 and urged the locals 
and church leaders to tell the insurgents to vacate the camp as it had been set up in violation of the 
ceasefire ground rules.

Ceasefire rules broken
Ø The NSCN(IM) had inked a ceasefire agreement with the Indian government in July 1997. According to 

the rules, the extremists are required to stay in designated camps.
Ø The ground rules also require security forces not to keep vigil within a certain radius of such designated 

camps. Though this rule does not apply to unauthorised camps, the Assam Rifles personnel made Sihai 
village, about five km from Khamasom, their temporary halt in order not to create unnecessary tension.

Ø Tension has gripped the people of Sihai with military choppers landing and taking off frequently in the 
area and columns of Assam Rifles arriving in batches.



Ø The chairman of the ceasefire monitoring group had on April 27 instructed the NSCN(IM) leadership in 
adjoining Nagaland to ask their members to vacate the Khamasom camp, but the extremists have shown 
no signs of leaving the area.

War-like situation
Ø It is a war-like situation and the people are panicking. We have decided to take out a peace rally at Sihai, 

leader of the apex body of the Tankhul Naga people said.



Page 7 : German Bakery blast: charges framed against Yasin Bhatkal
Ø After a delay of several years, charges were finally framed against the alleged co-founder of the Indian 

Mujahideen (IM), Yasin Bhatkal, in connection with the 2010 German Bakery blast case at a local court.
Ø The court read out the charges framed against him under the Sections of the Indian Penal Code, the 

Indian Explosives Substances Act and the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA).
Ø Bhatkal, however, rejected the charges and pleaded not guilty.
Ø This was the first time since his arrest in 2013 that he had been brought to the Pune court in connection 

with the blast.
Ø The blast, which ripped through the city’s popular German Bakery in the Koregaon Park area on 

February 13, 2010, had left 17 persons dead and more than 50 injured.
Ø In December 2016, a National Investigation Agency (NIA) court sentenced Bhatkal and four others to 

death for orchestrating the 2013 Hyderabad blasts that killed at least 18 people and injured more than 
130.



Page 7 : Army invokes emergency powers for missile deal
Context:
Ø The Army is in the process of procuring Spike-LR Anti-Tank Missiles from Israel and Igla-S Very Short-

Range Air Defence Systems (VSHORAD) from Russia through a set of new financial powers for 
emergency procurements sanctioned by the Defence Ministry earlier this month.

Details: 
Ø Under the latest emergency financial powers, armed forces have been given a free hand to procure 

equipment worth up to ₹300 crore on a priority basis. The Request For Proposal (RFP) for the two deals 
have been issued and negotiations are ongoing. Entirely new systems not in use can also be procured 
under the new powers.

Ø Under the emergency route, the Army is looking to procure about 12 launchers and around 250 missiles 
for each system.

Ø The Spike-LR (Long Range) has a range of 4 km. 
VSHORAD deal
Ø The deal for VSHORAD, to replace the legacy Igla systems in service, began in 2010 and has since seen 

several trials and re-trials with three contenders in the fray — MBDA of France, Rosoboronexport of 
Russia and SAAB of Sweden. 



Ø Eventually, all three were declared technically complaint last year.
Ø While the benchmark price determined was just over $2 bn, Rosoboronexport’s bid was much lower at 

around $1.47 bn, while SAAB’s bid was at about $2.6 bn and MBDA around $3.68 bn. 
Ø This led to a division within the Ministry on how to proceed given such low bid from the Russians. 
Ø But eventually Igla-S was declared the winner. 
Ø The other vendors lodged protests and wrote a series of letters to the Defence Ministry alleging 

procedural violations favouring Igla-S which were rejected.



Page 7 : GRSE to build anti-submarine craft for Navy
Context: 
Ø The Ministry of Defence (MoD) signed a contract with Kolkata-based defence shipyard Garden Reach 

Shipbuilders and Engineers Limited (GRSE) for the construction of eight Anti-Submarine Warfare 
Shallow Water Crafts (ASWSWCs).

Details: 
Ø The first ship is to be delivered within 42 months from the contract signing date and subsequent balance 

ships delivery schedule will be two ships per year. The project completion time is 84 months from today.
Ø The Navy had issued the Request For Proposal (RFP) for design, construction and supply of the eight 

ASWSWCs to Defence Public Sector Undertaking (DPSU) shipyards and private shipyards in April 
2014, in which GRSE emerged as the successful bidder.

Ø These ships, displacing 750 tonnes, have a complement of 57 personnel and can reach speed of 25 knots. 
They are capable of full-scale sub-surface surveillance of coastal waters and coordinated ASW 
operations with aircraft.

Ø These can also be deployed for search and rescue by day and night in coastal areas. 
Ø In their secondary role, these will be capable to prosecute intruding aircraft, and lay mines in the sea bed.



Page 7 : Rafale review petitions: govt. seeks time to file response
Ø The Union government made a mention before CJI Ranjan Gogoi seeking time to file its response to the 

Rafale review petitions.
Ø Senior advocate, for the government, sought a deferment of the hearing scheduled for April 30.
Ø On April 10, a Bench led by the CJI refused the government’s preliminary plea to keep the Rafale jets’ 

purchase documents a secret.
Dec. 14 judgment
Ø The court said the documents published first by The Hindu in a series of articles since February last 

would be considered while examining the merits of the five separate review petitions against its 
December 14 judgment upholding the 36 jets’ deal.

Ø The government had claimed that the review applications were based on secret Rafale documents that 
were unauthorisedly removed from the Ministry of Defence and leaked to the media. 

Ø Attorney General K.K. Venugopal argued that stolen documents came under the protection of the Official 
Secrets Act (OSA). They were not admissible in evidence in a court of law. 

Ø Claiming privilege, the government wanted the court to ignore them, even if they were found to be 
germane to the Rafale case and dismiss the review pleas at the preliminary stage.

Ø The court, however, rubbished the government’s claim of privilege. It said neither the OSA nor any other 
law empowered the government to stop the media from publishing the documents nor the court from 
examining them.



Page 7 : Committee constituted to oversee clean air programme
Context: 
Ø The Union Environment Ministry has constituted a committee to implement the National Clean Air 

Programme (NCAP), which aims to reduce particulate matter (PM) pollution by 20%-30% in at least 102 
cities by 2024.

Details: 
Ø The committee will be chaired by the Secretary, Union Environment Ministry. 
Ø The NCAP unveiled in January is envisaged as a scheme to provide the States and the Centre with a 

framework to combat air pollution.
Ø The committee would be headquartered in New Delhi and its remit includes ensuring inter-ministerial 

organisation and cooperation, sharing information and resolving issues that could arise between 
ministries. 

Ø The NCAP is envisioned as a five-year action plan with 2019 as the first year. There would be a review 
every five years.

Ø States in which the cities are located are expected to produce plans that include increasing the number of 
monitoring stations, providing technology support, conducting source apportionment studies, and 
strengthening enforcement. 

Ø For achieving the NCAP targets, the cities would be expected to calculate the reduction in pollution, 
keeping 2017’s average annual PM levels as the base year.



Ø The World Health Organisation’s (WHO) database on air pollution over the years has listed Tier I and 
Tier II Indian cities as some of the most polluted places in the world. In 2018, 14 of the world’s 15 most 
polluted cities were in India.

Ø The NCAP requires cities to implement specific measures such as ensuring roads are pothole-free to 
improve traffic flow and thereby reduce dust (within 60 days) or ensuring strict action against 
unauthorised brick kilns (within 30 days). 

Ø It doesn’t specify an exact date for when these obligations kick in. Experts have criticised the lack of 
mandatory targets and the challenge of inadequate enforcement by cities.



Page 9 : Forest slump Image Credit – The Hindu



Page 10 : Respond to plea on EVMs and VVPATs, SC tells EC
Context: 
Ø The Supreme Court sought a response from the Election Commission to a plea to decriminalise the act of 

reporting deviant behaviour manifested in EVMs and VVPAT systems during polling.
Details: 
Ø A Bench led by CJI Ranjan Gogoi issued notice to the Commission to explain the requirement for Rule 

49 MA of the Conduct of Election Rules, 1961 read with Section 177 of the Indian Penal Code, which 
criminalises the reporting of malfunctioning of EVMs and VVPATs.

Ø The petition explained the various forms of deviant behaviour the EVMs and VVPATs could possibly 
have, including an unsolicited programme by ballots cast for one candidate may be transferred, not 
sequentially, but rather intermittently (at pre-programmed intervals or otherwise) to another candidate. 

Ø And, therefore, where an elector is asked to cast test vote as prescribed under Rule 49 MA, he may not 
be able to reproduce the same result which he was complaining about.



Page 10 : Penal provision necessary: EC
Context: 
Ø The Election Commission said the penal provision for a voter making any false allegation about VVPAT 

displaying wrong result was necessary to prevent frivolous complaints.
Details: 
Ø Deputy Election Commissioner said it usually took more than 20 minutes for poll officials to address a 

complaint of VVPAT showing wrong result. A series of such complaints could even sabotage the election 
process.

Ø The Commission has so far received three such complaints, one each from Gujarat and Kerala and 
another from a former DGP in Assam. 

Ø While the first two complaints were found to be incorrect, the former DGP refused to give a declaration 
that he would be penalised if his complaint turned out to be false.

Ø If the allegation is false, a case under Section 177 of the IPC is made out. It prescribes simple 
imprisonment for a term extending to six months, or with fine of ₹1,000, or both.



Page 18 : Genes of climate-resistant chickpea varieties identified
Ø An international team led by the Hyderabad-based International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-

Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) has identified in chickpea four important genes for heat tolerance and three 
important genes for drought tolerance.

Ø With rising temperatures and increasing climatic fluctuations due to climate change, the identification of 
these genes will help in developing newer chickpea varieties that can tolerate temperatures up to 38°C. 

Ø Also, the identification of other genes with useful traits will help in increasing the yield and providing 
better resistance to pests and diseases. The study was based on complete genome sequencing of 429 
chickpea lines from 45 countries.

Ø More than 90% of chickpea cultivation area is in South Asia, including India. Globally, more than 70% 
yield is lost due to drought and increasing temperatures. 

Ø Chickpea is a cool season crop, so in general any further increase in temperature is expected to further 
reduce the yield.

Timely trial
Ø By using such a genomics-assisted breeding approach, the time taken to produce a new heat- and 

drought-tolerant chickpea variety can be halved from about eight to four years. 



Ø Chickpea is generally sown in September-October and harvested in January-February. Currently, in 
India, chickpea does not face a major threat from increasing temperature. 

Ø But we are already witnessing a slight warming during the months of January and February. So a new 
variety with heat and drought tolerance will be highly useful to Indian farmers. 

Ø When heat-tolerant chickpeas are developed in future, farmers in India may have a possibility to go in for 
a second round of cropping. Though the yield will be less for the second crop, farmers will still stand to 
gain.

Diversity, domestication
Ø The study has found that chickpea originated in the Mediterranean/south-west Asia and migrated to south 

Asia. It reached India about two centuries ago, apparently through Afghanistan. 
Ø In parallel, it migrated from the Mediterranean to east Africa and central Asia. The study provides 

insights into chickpea’s genetic diversity and domestication too.



Page 18 : Drug-resistant diseases could kill 10 million a year by 2050
Ø Drug-resistant diseases could cause 10 million deaths each year by 2050, warned the UN Ad Hoc 

Interagency Coordinating Group on Antimicrobial Resistance in a report.
Ø It added that by 2030, antimicrobial resistance could force up to 24 million people into extreme poverty.
Ø Currently, at least 7,00,000 people die each year due to drug-resistant diseases, including 2,30,000 people 

who die from multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, said the report.
Ø It also noted that more and more common diseases, including respiratory tract infections, sexually 

transmitted infections and urinary tract infections, are becoming untreatable; lifesaving medical 
procedures are becoming riskier, and food systems are getting increasingly precarious.

Ø Antimicrobial resistance is one of the greatest threats we face as a global community. This report reflects 
the depth and scope of the response needed to curb its rise and protect a century of progress in health.

Ø The report noted that the world was already feeling the economic and health consequences as crucial 
medicines become ineffective. 

Ø Without investment from countries in all income brackets, future generations will face the disastrous 
impacts of uncontrolled antimicrobial resistance.

Ø It has now recommended that countries prioritise national action plans to scale-up financing and 
capacity-building efforts, put in place stronger regulatory systems and support awareness programs.
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